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Moderate Schottische Tempo

Do you know how many times you've promised me that you'll change

all your ways and then you don't?

So, I say I'm gonna leave you but my heart repeats "No you"
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Oh, you're such a Charming Little Faker!

Must you be a merry mischief maker? Ever since I met you I've been up a tree, just because you like to make a monkey of me.
When you wear that innocent expression, that's the time I better use discretion.
Heaven only knows what you're about to do;

Did I have to meet a little faker like you? You smile and smooth my hair;
because you know I love romantic episodes;

And then you
light my cigarette, and I think you're being sweet, till the cigarette explodes.

When you're like a quiet little Quaker, anything you offer I'm a taker; even though I know I'm sure to "get in dutch;"

wonder why I love a charming faker so much, faker so much.
A lovely waltz song with a fascinating melody - Try it!

The Creaking Old Mill On The Creek
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There's a land o' love I'm always dreaming of somewhere beside THE

CREEK-ets kiss 'n coo and

ro-bins ren-dez-vous out there be-side THE CREAK-ING OLD
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